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 A good crowd greeted the Secretary and Chair when they arrived only five minutes late 

to the meeting. The Agenda covered final details of the arrangements for the Spring Plant Fair, at 

the Venner Hall, goods to arrive from 10.a.m and the Fair to open at 11 and run until 2.p.m. The 

cost of hire has increased to £30 per hour, which means we need to limit the amount spent on 

expenses in order to maximise the amount of money available for us to donate to the Chernobyl 

Children's Holiday fund. We had sent them a cheque for £100 over the winter period, this being 

part of the money taken selling white poppies.  

 We have considered inviting the new Mayor to open the Fair, if he is free that will 

possibly attract a good number of visitors, so we will need to have a good stock of plants for 

them.  

 The Sands Film Club is putting on a show of three films celebrating 60 years of CND, 

and we have a block booking of six tickets, all taken.  

 There was considerable discussion concerning the projected public meeting, which we 

had provisionally arranged for 20th April, but it seems that there are difficulties in obtaining a 

suitable venue. Until this is finalised it is not feasible to invite speakers or facilitators for 

workshops, so we had a rethink and the 20th April is now to be a social occasion. We are 

inviting all readers to join us at the Brockley Jack, arriving between 6.30 and 7.p.m. for a meal, 

and any time during the evening just to socialise and enjoy a drink. If you do want to eat, it 

would be a good idea of let Gini know, as she will be reserving the table. Basic good pub food at 

reasonable prices.  

 So we still want to have the public meeting, and have moved the projected date to 

September, watch this space.  

 Gini  had attended the CND Conference, and told us of the interesting speakers they had 

heard.  These included Brian Becker, National Co-ordinator of the Answer Coalition, a United 

States anti-war and anti-racism organisation set up three days after the "9-11" event, and now 

with more than thirty branches around the USA. Also Jim Hoare, who had established the first 

British Embassy in North Korea. It was pointed out that the American forces in South Korea and 

Japan were in many thousands, and it was understandable if the North Koreans had shown that 

they now had the capability of responding to attacks, unlike the earlier days of napalming the 

countryside. 

 It was reported that Bruce Kent had also spoken, and was looking hale and hearty, good 

news indeed. There was a passionate speech from a young Yemen lawyer, and Catherine West 



spoke really well.  At the event entitled Is Britain returning to Dickensian England organised by 

Global Nuclear Ban, good speakers had made the event worthwhile. Other members with whom 

we often liaise were also present, including David Leal, Frances Hook, Ann Garrett - and other 

Lewisham members.  

 

 The finance report was rather muted, we are now at the beginning of the year, but at the 

end of our financial year. We have distributed funds to Peace Pledge Union and Stop Hinkley 

campaign, as well as the Chernobyl Children's fund, and are left with barely enough to cover the 

booking for the Hall. However, we are confident that, as in years before, all this will change with 

the profits from the sale of plants and other goods at the Spring Fair, and the income from 

membership fees in May. Donations very welcome, and indeed one member sent a thank you 

note for the regular newsletters, together with a cheque for £20.  

 

 

FUKUSHIMA STORIES 
 Decision Making 

 In a few days since the disaster, my stress was extremely high due to the worst fear that I 

had ever experienced in my life. My only desire was to get away from radiation and to protect 

my son. Without information I could rely on, I couldn't trust anything nor depend on anyone. I 

couldn't imagine myself living on in that terrible state of fear. The earthquake disaster was bad 

enough, and how would I be able to endure the worse fear of radiation harm, which is 

unidentifiable and indefinable. There was only one thing I could do, i.e. to leave Fukushima I 

made up my mind to evacuate.  

 However, I immediately encountered the realistic problem of not having means to move 

out. Neither Sinkansen trains nor highway buses were running. I made a reservation for a flight 

out of Fukushima Airport, but could only be on a waiting list for possible cancellations, which 

seemed almost unlikely to happen. Gasoline was not available anywhere in town, either. But my 

only thought was that I had to get my son out of the situation here. ...She managed to buy some 20 

litres from local farmers who had stocks of fuel for greenhouse heating.... I was almost crying, for our 

evacuation seemed possible at last.  

 ...my husband put the gasoline in our car and drove us to a city in the next prefecture 

where Shinkansen trains were running. The traffic was heavy and it took much longer than usual 

to get there. I found out later that the level of radiation in the car was not much different from 

that in the outdoors. Looking back I realize that we got irradiated a lot in our evacuation process.  

 ....My husband said he could not go with us because he had a job and the house to be 

rebuilt. I was, however, worried about his safety. There was no life guarantee back home. The 

worst fear was that indefinable radiation and its effect on my husband...and on my parents. But 

we couldn't help ourselves. I couldn't stop my tears flowing down my cheeks, thinking this may 

be the last moment to be together. How I wished I could stop my husband from going back and 

we could evacuate together! But my wish didn't seem to reach my husband. He got off the train 

just before it departure and saw us off from the platform.  

 If the disaster had been only a natural earthquake disaster, we would not have to 

evacuate. We used to have a happy family life, but had to choose to become separated due to the 



nuclear accidents and the huge amount of radiation discharge. We could have endured hardship 

no matter how our house had been destroyed or even if we had to work hard to repay a debt to 

rebuild our house. I was full of remorse, but controlling my sadness, headed for Tokyo with my 

son. My son was one year and one month old then. He was simply enjoying his first bullet train 

ride, understanding neither the evacuation nor the separation from his own papa. Watching such 

an innocent baby boy, I couldn't contain my tears.  

 ....After a few days I received the notice that we were accepted into the free housing that I 

desperately wanted to have. It was a great relief. I was going to be able to settle at least for a 

while.  

 My life of "boshi hinan" (mother-child evacuation) began. The apartment had basic 

commodities such as a refrigerator, TV, air conditioner, gas stove and bedding. How I 

appreciated them and the people who had prepared them for us! After having our house 

destroyed by the earthquake, evacuating voluntarily from nuclear fallouts, and keeping double 

households, our financial situation was really severe.  

 People in Fukushima lost everything in one moment by the nuclear accident  caused by 

the Tokyo Electric Power Company. But actually, Fukushima people had never benefitted from 

TEPCO, which sends the electric power generated in Fukushima to Tokyo. We, people in 

Fukushima, use electricity generated by Tohoku Electric Power Company. However, some 

Fukushima evacuee children in Tokyo and its vicinity were bullied at new schools. Being 

avoided like contagious diseases. some children said they preferred to suffer from radiation in 

Fukushima than being bullied in Tokyo. Not a few of them actually returned to Fukushima for 

that reason. Not only adults but also children were suffering so much that their little hearts were 

almost ruptured by sadness. They had to face the cruel reality and make a difficult decision to go 

back.....  

an extract from an essay by M.K. 2013 

published by The Great  East Japan Earthquake and Nuclear Disaster Evacuee Association  

 

from Kick Nuclear member Rik's Updates 

 

 "Seven years after the triple meltdowns at the Fukushima Diichi nuclear power plant , 

TEPCO, the company who own and run the plant, have finally managed to locate some of the 

melted fuel inside one of the three wrecked reactors. By sending a camera robot into  reactor 3 

they have confirmed that most of the 364 tons of melted fuel has burnt through the bottom of the 

reactor pressure vessel and has slumped to the concrete floor of the primary containment vessel 

underneath. TEPCO said that they think that the molten fuel had escaped through the holes in the 

RPV through which the control rods are inserted, by melting the graphite gaskets which sealed 

the holes. The designers used graphite because they assumed that the reactor fuel would never 

melt down.  

 "TEPCO also got robots into reactors 1 and 2, but one of these was quickly overcome by 

the high levels of radiation inside the reactor and the other became caught in the fuel debris. Now 



they will have to design metal-cutting machinery which can get insider the PCVs to chip away at 

the deadly piles of melted fuel, without also being wiped out by the radiation. How to shield the 

workers operating this machinery? They could fill the PCVs with water - if they could find and 

patch the many holes in them. "We will have it all done in 40 years," they still claim. But most of 

them will be retired long before then leaving the next generation to sort it out.  

 "TEPCO have now surrounded the four reactor buildings with a "ice wall" composed of 

vertical pipes which freeze the soil around them to create a barrier. This is to reduce the 400n 

tons per day of groundwater which has been flowing through the site, entering the basements of 

the reactor buildings and becoming strongly radioactive through contact with the melted fuel 

there before flowing on into the ocean... (this gives you a bit over a quarter of the text of the Update. 

Contact David Polden at Mordechai House, 162 Holloway Road N7 8DQ for full text.) 

 

How does nuclear energy impact the environment? 

Nuclear energy impacts the environment in a lot of ways. Nuclear waste, also known as 
irradiated fuel, as produced by power plants, is only one piece of a very large chain of 
radioactive waste that nuclear power relies upon. 

The process begins with uranium mining. The mining of uranium is an extremely dirty 
process that isn’t immediately apparent when people think about nuclear power. 
Uranium mining requires a lot of fossil fuels in order to extract uranium and process it. 

For every pound of “enriched” uranium that goes into a nuclear reactor, there are over 
25,000 pounds of radioactive waste produced in the mining and processing of uranium. 
Most of this waste is in the form of rocks, dust, and uranium tailings that are primarily 
dumped on the ground or in ponds located at or near mines and mills. In the United 
States and in most other parts of the world, uranium mines, mills, and enrichment plants 
are disproportionately located in indigenous communities. Many of these communities 
suffer from birth defects, cancer, immune deficiencies, etc. as a result of contamination 
from uranium and its byproducts. 

In the U.S., there aren’t strict environmental standards guiding the disposal or clean-up 
of uranium mines and milling sites. Thousands of uranium mines have simply been 
abandoned. 

In addition to the radioactive waste produced by uranium mining, there’s also 
radioactive waste produced by the operation of nuclear reactors, i.e., contaminated 
components, contaminated water, etc., and some of it is routinely released into the 
environment when nuclear reactors are operating. There are also things like radioactive 
laundry facilities, which have routinely released radioactivity into the environment, 
where the uniforms that the workers wear are laundered. 

Also of note is the enormous strain nuclear energy places on our water supply via 
consumption and pollution. Nuclear power plants consume more water than any other 
kind of power plants. For example, the state of New York is trying to close the last two 



reactors at the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant. Indian point consumes twice the 
amount of water as the entire city of New York daily, and it kills about a billion fish and 
other organisms per year, placing a tremendous burden on the Hudson River and on 
the fish species there. 

These are things that are never taken into account when people think about the 
environmental impact of nuclear power. 

Nuclear Information Service 

Reality Check: Where are the world's nuclear weapons? 
By Reality Check teamBBC News 

February 2018 
Share this w ith Facebook 

Share 

The Pentagon has outlined how it wants to revamp the US nuclear arsenal, and develop new low-

yield bombs, largely in response to the threat from Russia. 

Reality Check looks into where the world's nuclear weapons are located and who owns them. 

While the global stockpile of nuclear weapons has shrunk significantly since the Cold War, there are 

hundreds of warheads that could be launched at short notice, and experts say every nuclear-armed nation 

is modernising its arsenal or has plans to do so. 

Countries keep most details of their nuclear weapons secret, but it is known that nine countries own the 

estimated more than 9,000 nuclear weapons that are in military service. These are either deployed - 

mounted on land or sea missiles and kept at air bases - or in storage. About 1800 are on high alert and 

could be fired with little warning.The US and Russia own the vast majority of the world's nuclear 

weapons. Including retired warheads waiting to be dismantled, the total is said to be almost 

15,000, according to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (Sipri). This is a marked 

decline since the 1980s when the figure peaked at around 70,000. 

The Pentagon has outlined how it wants to revamp the US nuclear arsenal, and develop 

new low-yield bombs, largely in response to the threat from Russia. 

While the global stockpile of nuclear weapons has shrunk significantly since the Cold War, there 

are hundreds of warheads that could be launched at short notice, and experts say every nuclear-

armed nation is modernising its arsenal or has plans to do so. 

Countries keep most details of their nuclear weapons secret, but it is known that nine countries 

own the estimated more than 9,000 nuclear weapons that are in military service. These are either 

deployed - mounted on land or sea missiles and kept at air bases - or in storage. About 1800 are 

on high alert and could be fired with little warning. Including retired warheads waiting to be 

dismantled, the total is said to be almost 15,000, according to the Stockholm International Peace 

Research Institute (Sipri). This is a marked decline since the 1980s when the figure peaked at 

around 70,000. 

Reality Check BBC News 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-42873633?intlink_from_url=http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/topics/cwlw3xz0155t/nuclear-weapons&link_location=live-reporting-story
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-42873633?intlink_from_url=http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/topics/cwlw3xz0155t/nuclear-weapons&link_location=live-reporting-story#share-tools
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2017/sipri-fact-sheets/trends-world-nuclear-forces-2017
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2017/sipri-fact-sheets/trends-world-nuclear-forces-2017
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2017/sipri-fact-sheets/trends-world-nuclear-forces-2017


diary 

AGM  
Tuesday March 6th 

 The Agenda includes the annual financial report and audited accounts for the Branch for 

the year 2017, election of officers, plans for the campaign for the year following. Please make 

every effort to attend at 7.30 p.m. at 47 Dacres Road, SE23. 

 

REMEMBER FUKUSHIMA 
Friday 9th March, 

Vigil outside the Japanese Embassy 

101 Piccadilly, London W1, between 17.30 and 19.30  

 

March on Parliament  
Sunday 11th March, assemble  

outside Japanese Embassy, 12.00 for 12.30  

to Rally at Old Palace Yard, opposite Parliament from 14.00 

 

Parliamentary Public Meeting,  

Wednesday 14th March,  

Portcullis House, SW1 19.00 to 21.00  

 

SPRING PLANT FAIR 
 

 Hopefully the Fair this year will take place on Saturday 12th May, which is one week 

earlier than originally planned. This means that your plants will have one week less growing time 

to reach a good size for sale, so do get to work as soon as possible.  

 

September 28th tbc 

A public Meeting to  

celebrate 60 years of CND  

watch this space.  

 
 

Regular Friday Solidarity Vigil10-12.20 - outside the Japanese Embassy,  

101-104 Piccadilly, (Green Park u/g) 

NEWSLETTER contributions for next issue should be received by Tuesday March 6th 2018 

Sydenham & Forest Hill CND Branch meets on the first Tuesday in the month (no meeting in August) for 
discussion topic and campaigning at the home of Hedy Fromings, 47 Dacres Road, SE23 2NS starting at 
7.30 p.m. Buses 356 and 75 are the nearest public transport. Sydenham or Forest Hill stations for 
Overground and Southern. You can also contact us at special events as advertised. Local subscriptions 
£7 waged and £4. unwaged, while a family can subscribe for only £8. per annum. Subscriptions are due 
on 1st May each year; please send subs to Membership Secretary, or give them to your newsletter 
deliverer. Cheques should be made out to Sydenham and Forest Hill CND. You may prefer to pay by 
BACS - the Sort Code is 08-92-99, the account number is 65246951. Reference: your name and CND 
MEMBERSHIP. Thank you. 


